Electrophysiological correlates of target eccentricity in texture segmentation.
Event-related potentials and behavioural performance as a function of target eccentricity were measured while subjects performed a texture segmentation task. Fit-of-structures, i.e. easiness of target detection was varied: in Experiment 1, a texture with peripheral fit (easier detection of peripheral presented targets) and in Experiment 2, a texture with foveal fit (easier detection of foveal presented targets) was used. In the two experiments, the N2p was sensitive to target eccentricity showing larger amplitudes for foveal targets compared to peripheral targets, and at the foveal position, a reversal of the N2p differential amplitude effect was found. The anterior P2 seemed sensitive to the easiness of target detection. In both experiments the N2pc varied as a function of eccentricity. However, the P3 was neither sensitive to target eccentricity nor to the fit-of-structures. Results show the existence of a P2/N2 complex (Potts and Tucker, 2001) indicating executive functions located in the anterior cortex and perceptual processes located in the posterior cortex. Furthermore, the N2p might indicate the existence of a foveal vs. peripheral subsystem in visual processing.